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1. List of Additions

Here’s a list of additions to this bibliography, beyond the first 100 papers. Note that if a paper stands under, say, July 2005, this does not mean that it was published around that time – this means that it was added to the bibliography in July 2005!

- July 2013 [V23]
- April 2011 [G49] [G50] [G51]
- January 2011 [G47] [G48]
- January 2010 [D17] [T2] [Z14]
- March 2009 [T18] [L9]
- October 2007 [H13] [B2] [S16] [A24] [M47] [B26] [K12]
- November 2006 [A6] [A7] [D19]
- October 2006 [Y2] [P11] [P10] [Z2]
- March 2006 [R4], [M24]
- January 2006 [C36], [V36], [P26], [B43].
- November 2005 [C40], [H10], [H12], [M23], [M44], [A49], [M50], [T14], [T17], [Y7].
- July 2005: [A2], [D16], [D18], [F7], [F12], [K32], [K53], [L12], [L18], [M3], [M15], [M41], [M42], [S52], [S34], [S53], [S37], [S19], [T1], [V11], [V12], [V13], [V14], [V15], [V16], [V17], [V18], [V19], [V20], [V21], [V22].
- May 2005: [C1].
- March 2005: [T16], [H17], [G17], [C35].
- February 2005: [V35].
- January 2005: [C20], [M34].
- December 2004: [B1], [Y5], [M43].
- November 2004: [G32], [L30], [L31], [T15].
- October 2004: [M6], [K27].
- September 2004: [K65], [C30].
- August 2004: [Z1], [B15], [B16], [K9], [K4], [K5], [C25].
- July 2004: [E10], [P25], [M33], [P20].
- June 2004: [O11], [M20], [M5], [C34], [P5].
- May 2004: [S31], [T22], [T24], [K10], [K11].
- February 2004: [C37], [C33], [M21], [M22], [S12].
- January 2004: [A23], [V34].
- December 2003: [M25], [M32].
- November 2003: [T9].
- October 2003: [S10], [N15], [N16] [N4], [M4], [G12], [T5], [M12], [M13], [M14], [O10], [S11], [B25], [N2], [M9].
- September 2003: [M8], [G45].
- August 2003: [M2], [C6].
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- May 2003: [V33], [K49], [B42].
- April 2003: [K43], [N9], [N10], [S1].
- February 2003: [F14].
- January 2002: [R6], [F8].
- November 2002: [M48].
- October 2002: [K60] [L29], [M10].
- September 2002: [C14], [H15], [M18], [C39], [B36], [J3], [K48].
- July 2002: [N14], [M7].
- June 2002: [G31] [G11].
- May 2002: [H4], [G33], [B29], [B30].
- April 2002: [L42], [M17], [B23], [V32], [Z4].
- March 2002: [G26], [S4].
- February 2002: [P23], [P4], [O9], [S18].
- January 2002: [C9], [G10], [S22], [O15], [R14], [F6], [P15].
- December 2001: [R2], [R3], [S9], [E1], [E2], [E3], [E4], [E5], [E6].
- November 2001: [M11], [N8], [K55], [T23], [B14].
- October 2001: [Q1], [C32], [G16], [P2], [P3], [G43] (English).
- June 2001: [L58], [T13], [R13], [T4].
- May 2001: [G15], [W9].
- April 2001: [Y4], [H23], [J7], [J2], [Y1], [O18], [J5], [J4], [O14], [N1], [L41].
- March 2001: [M26], [N13].
- February 2001: [G24], [G25].
- December 2000: [C13], [F5], [L54], [C38].
- November 2000: [L33], [D5].
- October 2000: [K44], [T12], [L53], [L49], [M35].
- September 2000: [V31], [S8], [V10].
- August 2000: [M52].
- July 2000: [B22], [L4].
- June 2000: [G23], [G34], [P27], [T8], [O1].
- May 2000: [H22], [C12], [V26], [K59], [H18], [A22].
- April 2000: [O2], [M31], [L28], [G13].
- March 2000: [T3], [M62], [B38], [G7], [G30], [G8], [F4].
- February 2000: [T6], [E8], [E9], [L3], [S6], [S7].
- January 2000: [V9], [L40], [K58].
- December 1999: [C3], [B3], [N11], [K64].
- November 1999: [K45], [C5], [P28], [O6], [H8], [S5], [D12], [D13], [P14], [V29], [V30], [L27], [R12], [O7], [O8], [F17].
- September 1999: [L39], [B33], [S49], [F9], [S50], [S51], [M53], [D11].
- July 1999: [O24], [R5], [S30], [M51], [G43], [C11], [C31].
- June 1999: [C10], [A19], [K40], [K41], [K42], [L17].
- May 1999: [G22], [A21], [M30], [L2], [M58], [T19]. [T20], [T21].
- April 1999: [E7].
- March 1999: [M1], [W8], [S32], [M57], [N12].
- February 1999: [M56], [P13].
- January 1999: [K57], [A18], [B28], [C9].
• December 1998: [M59], [G41], [G42], [P18], [P19], [H9], [L8], [J1], [S13], [S14], [P12], [M29].
• November 1998: [P1], [L38], [G6], [K25], [K26], [L32], [F3], [H14], [H21], [Z3], [K3], [C8].
• October 1998: [G44], [S47], [S48], [B4] [L57].
• September 1998: [K14], [K15], [C29].
• August 1998: [V6], [B21], [D10], [R1], [O16], [O17], [C7], [H11].
• July 1998: [M27], [S46], [L7], [S29], [M28].
• June 1998: [K37], [G2], [L37], [B27].
• May 1998: [H7], [H3], [S28], [F13].
• April 1998: [B35]. [K8], [P17], [K39], [K20].
• March 1998: [S43], [S44], [S45], [O19], [O20].
• February 1998: [L11], [W7], [L16], [A4], [A5], [T11], [M38], [M39], [M40].
• January 1998: [B20], [C28].
• December 1997: [L6], [C21], [W6].
• November 1997: [G1], [A3].
• October 1997: [Y6], [J6], [L5].
• September 1997: [C19], [V24], [W5], [Y3], [B40] [D4].
• August 1997: [G5], [H5].
• July 1997: [K7], [K2], [P6], [G14].
• June 1997: [B19], [L36], [M61], [S54], [K38], [S38], [S39], [S40], [S41], [S42].
• May 1997: [S15].
• April 1997: [K18], [G4], [G27], [K52], [L15], [A15].
• March 1997: [H2], [B18], [M19], [M65], [K31].
• February 1997: [V8], [M64], [K17].
• January 1997: [R15], [H6], [O5].
• December 1996: [K54], [B41], [B37], [O4], [M60], [G37], [D2], [D3], [F11].
• November 1996: [C18], [C16], [A17].
• October 1996: [S36], [H1], [L35].
• September 1996: [K51], [A16], [M16], [G21].
• August 1996: [K61], [P22], [P16], [K36].
• July 1996: [A14], [D1], [L19].
• June 1996: [T7].
• May 1996: [V2], [D8], [V3], [C15], [B46].
• April 1996: [A13], [B44], [L52].
• March 1996: [G20], [A10], [K56], [B32], [L34].
• February 1996: [K34], [F10], [S21], [K47].
• January 1996: [B24], [R10], [R11], [K13], [L51], [S35].
• December 1995: [O13], [W4], [S27], [M54], [M55], [K16], [L14].
• November 1995: [L1], [G29], [H20], [L26], [K62].
• October 1995: [L50], [F16].
• September 1995: [L56], [F15], [O22], [O23], [L10], [C26], [K6], [F2], [G19], [K35], [N5].
• August 1995: [K30], [G35], [G36], [L20], [G28], [B13].
• July 1995: [S17], [G40], [V25], [F1], [V28].
2. Electronic Addresses

Here are some authors’ email, http, and ftp addresses (notice that electronic addresses are constantly changing, so the list below cannot be reliable. Please let me know if you have any additions/corrections). As a precaution against spam, I publish email addresses in a disguised form (replacing dots by vlines and ats by stars) – please tell me if you want your address to be removed altogether.

A: (see page 12)
- Francesca Aicardi: aicardi@sissa.it
- Iain Aitchison:
- Peter M. Akhmetiev:
- Sergei Al'yanov: al'yanov@list.ru
- Marcos Alvarez:
- Daniel Altschuler:
- Eli Appleboim: eliap@ee.technion.ac.il
- Nikos A. Askitas:
- Emmanuel Auclair: http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/Personnel/auclaire.html

B: (see page 13)
- Sebastian Baader: baader@math-lab.unibas.ch
- Eric Babson:
- Roland Bacher:
- John Baez: http://math.ucr.edu/home/baez/README.html
- Dror Bar-Natan: drorbn@math.toronto.edu, http://www.math.toronto.edu/~drorbn
- Anna Beliakova: http://www.math.unizh.ch/index.php?professur&key1=578
- Paolo Bellingeri: bellingeri@mail.dm.unipi.it
- Anna-Barbara Berger:
- Mitchell A. Berger: m.berger@ucl.ac.uk, http://www.ucl.ac.uk/~ucalmab/home.html
- Anders Björner: http://www.math.kth.se/~bjorner/
- Béla Bollobás: http://www.msci.memphis.edu/faculty/bollobasb.html
- Raoul Bott [1923-2005]:
- David J. Broadhurst: D.Broadhurst@open.ac.uk, http://physics.open.ac.uk/~dbroadhu
- Doug Bullock:
• Urs Burri:

C: (see page 15)
• Rutwig Campoamor-Stursberg
• Pierre Cartier
• Alberto S. Cattaneo: alberto@cattaneo@math@unizh@ch, http://www.math.unizh.ch/asc
• Nafaa Chbili: http://www.math.titech.ac.jp/chbili/
• Vladimir Chernov (=Tchernov): Vladimir@Chernov@dartmouth@edu, http://www.math.dartmouth.edu/~chernov/
• Sergei Chmutov: chmutov@math@ohio-state@edu, http://www.math.ohio-state.edu/~chmutov/.
• Tim D. Cochran: http://math.rice.edu/~cochran/
• Fred R. Cohen, http://www.math.rochester.edu/people/faculty/cohf/
• James Conant: jconant@math@utk@edu, http://www.math.utk.edu/~jconant/home.html
• Paolo Cotta-Ramusino: http://wwwteor.mi.infn.it/users/cotta/
• Peter R. Cromwell

D: (see page 17)
• John Dean:
• Corrado De Concini:
• Oliver T. Dasbach: http://www.math.lsu.edu/~kasten/
• Tetsuo Deguchi:
• Cayetano Di Bartolo
• Michel Domergue:
• Paul Donato:
• Sergei Duzhin: duzhin@pdmi@ras@ru, http://www.pdmi.ras.ru/~duzhin/.
• Ivan Dynnikov: http://www.math.msu.su/~dynnikov/

E: (see page 17)
• Michael Eisermann: http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/eiserm/
• Tobias Ekholm: http://www.math.uu.se/~tobias/
• Benjamin Enriquez: enriquez@math@u-strasbg@fr

F: (see page 18)
• Boris Fain:
• Roger Fenn: http://www.maths.sussex.ac.uk/Staff/RAF/
• Thomas Fiedler: fiedler@picard@ups-tlse@fr, http://picard.ups-tlse.fr/homepage/fiedler.html
• José M. Figueroa-O’Farrill: http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/~jmf/
• Jonathan Fine:
• V.V.Fock: fock@math@brown@edu
• Laurent Freidel:
• Jürg Fröhlich:

• Charles Frohman:
• Dmitry B. Fuchs:
• Louis Funar: http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/~funar/

G: (see page 18)
• Rodolfo Gambini
• Stavros Garoufalidis: stavros@math.gatech.edu, http://www.math.gatech.edu/~stavros/
• Fabio Gavarini: gavarini@mat.uniroma2.it
• Nathan Geer: geer@math.gatech.edu http://www.math.gatech.edu/~geer/
• Sylvain Gervais: http://www.math.sciences.univ-nantes.fr/~gervais/
• Juan González-Meneses: http://deimos.us.es/~meneses/
• Victor Goryunov: goryunov@liv.ac.uk, http://www.liv.ac.uk/PureMaths/members/V_Goryunov.html, ftp://ftp.liv.ac.uk/pub/goryunov/
• Matías Graña: matiasg@dm.uba.ar, http://mate.dm.uba.ar/~matiasg/
• Matt Greenwood:
• Jorge Griego

H: (see page 21)
• Kazuo Habiro: http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~habiro/
• Ami Haviv:
• Nobuharu Hayashi:
• Laure Helme-Guizon:
• Vladimir Hinich: hinich@math.haifa.ac.il, http://math.haifa.ac.il/hinich/WEB/hinich.htm
• Allen C. Hirshfeld:
• Hugh Nelson Howards: http://www.mthsc.wfu.edu/~howards/
• Youngsik Huh:
• Michael Hutchings: http://math.berkeley.edu/~hutching/

I: (see page 22)

J: (see page 22)
• Tadeusz Jamuszkiewicz: http://www.math.uni.wroc.pl/~tjan/
• Myeong-Ju Jeong:
• Gyo Taek Jin: http://knot.kaist.ac.kr/~trefoil/
• Jeff Johannes: http://www.geneseo.edu/~johannes/
• Peter M. Johnson:

K: (see page 22)
• Efstratia Kalfagianni: http://www.math.msu.edu/~kalfagia/
• Taizo Kanenobu:
• Joanna Kania-Bartoszynska: http://diamond.idbsu.edu/~kania/
• Mikhail Kapranov: http://www.math.toronto.edu/~kapranov/
• Christian Kassel: http://www-irma.u-strasbg.fr/~kassel/
• Louis H. Kauffman: http://www.math.uic.edu/~kauffman/
• Akio Kawauchi: kawauchi@sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp, http://www.sci.osaka-cu.ac.jp/kawauchi/
• Mikhail Khovanov: http://www.math.columbia.edu/~khovanov
• Takashi Kimura:
• Paul Kirk: http://php.indiana.edu/~pkirk/
• Thomas Klöker
• Jan A. Kneissler: jan@kneissler.info, http://www.math.uni-bonn.de/people/jk
• Ilya Kofman: ikofman@math.columbia.edu, http://www.math.columbia.edu/~ikofman/
• Toshitake Kohno: http://mint.ms.u-tokyo.ac.jp/
• Maxim Kontsevich:
• Kirill Krasnov:
• Dirk Kreimer: http://math.bu.edu/people/dkreimer/
• Andrew Kricker: http://www.ntu.edu.sg/home/ajkricker/
• Vitaliy Kurlin: vak26@yandex.ru, http://www.geocities.com/vak26

(see page 24)
• J. M. F. Labastida: http://www-fp.usc.es/theory/labastida/
• Sergei K. Lando: lando@mccme.ru, http://www.mccme.ru/~lando/
• Jean Lannes
• Ruth Lawrence: ruthel@ma.huji.ac.il, http://www.ma.huji.ac.il/~ruthel/
• Thang Q. T. Le: http://www.math.gatech.edu/~letu/index.html
• Jung Hoon Lee:
• Christine Lescop: lescop@ujf-grenoble.fr, http://www-fourier.ujf-grenoble.fr/~lescop/
• Jerome Levine [1937–2006]: http://people.brandeis.edu/~levine
• Banghe Li:
• Jens Lieberum: http://swiss2.who.sting/ch/jenslieb/
• Xiao-Song Lin [1957–2007]: http://math.ucr.edu/~xl/
• Svante Linusson: http://www.math.kth.se/~linusson/
• Charles Livingston: http://php.indiana.edu/~livingst/home.html
• Martin Loeb: loeb@cwi.nl, http://www.cwi.nl/~loeb
• Riccardo Longoni: http://www.mat.uniroma1.it/~longoni
• John E. Luecke: http://rene.ma.utexas.edu:80/text/webpages/luecke.html

(see page 27)
• Yuri B. Magarshak:
• Seth A. Major:
• Vassiliy O. Manturov:
• Julien Marché: http://www.institut.math.jussieu.fr/~marche/
Marcos Mariño:
Maruizio Martellini:
Joao Faria Martins:
Gregor Masbaum: http://www.math.jussieu.fr/~masbaum
Gwénaël Massuyeau: http://www-irma.u-strasbg.fr/~massuyeau/
Josef Mattes: http://tyche.mat.univie.ac.at/~mattes/
Sergei Matveev: matveev@csu.ru
Darryl McCullough: http://www.math.ou.edu/~dmccullough/
Michael McDaniel:
Jean-Baptiste Meilhan: http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~meilhan/
Sergey A. Melikhov: melikhov@mi.ras.ru, http://www.math.ufl.edu/~melikhov/
Blake Mellor: http://myweb.lmu.edu/bmellor/
Paul Melvin:
Guowu Meng:
Alexander B. Merkov: merx@ccme.ru
Haruko Aida Miyazawa:
Yasuyuki Miyazawa:
Iain Moffatt: iainm@maths.warwick.ac.uk, http://www.maths.warwick.ac.uk/~iainm/
Hugh R. Morton: morton@liv.ac.uk, http://www.liv.ac.uk/~su14/
Daniel Moskovich: http://www.sumanamathematica.com/
Jacob Mostovoy: http://www.matcuere.unam.mx/~jacob/
Hitoshi Murakami: starshea@tky3-net3web.ne.jp, http://www3.tky3web.ne.jp/starshea/index.htm
Jun Murakami: http://www.f.waseda.jp/murakami/
Kunio Murasugi

N: (see page 29)
Hiroaki Nakamura:
Yasutaka Nakanishi: http://www.math.s.kobe-u.ac.jp/HOME/nakanishi/
Gad Naot:
N.A. Nekrasov:
Ka Yi Ng:
Hideaki Nishihara: http://homepage3.nifty.com/Nis/
Steve Noble: mastsdn@brunel.ac.uk, http://www.brunel.ac.uk/~mastsdn/, http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~mastsdn
Tahl Nowik: tahl@math.biu.ac.il, http://www.math.biu.ac.il/~tahl/

O: (see page 30)
Tomoshiro Ochiai:
Eiji Ogasa:
Tomotada Ohtsuki: tomotada@kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp, http://www.kurims.kyoto-u.ac.jp/~tomotada/
Yoshiyuki Ohyama: http://lab.twcu.ac.jp/ohyama/
• Miyuki Okamoto:
• Ping-Zen Ong:
• Kent E. Orr: http://php.indiana.edu/~korr/
• Tetsuya Ozawa

P: (see page 30)
• Paolo Papi: http://mercurio.mat.uniroma1.it/ricercatori/papi/
• Luis Paris: http://math.u-bourgogne.fr/topolog/paris/index.html
• Bertrand Patureau-Mirand: bertrand@patureau@univ-ubs.fr, http://www.univ-ubs.fr/lmam/patureau/
• Chan-Young Park:
• Esther Pérez
• Roger Picken: rpicken@math@ist@utl@pt
• Sergey Piunikhin:
• Sylvain Poirier: http://spoirier.lautre.net/
• Michael Polyak: http://www.math.technion.ac.il/people/polyak/
• Viktor Prasolov:
  http://www.mccme.ru/prasolov
• Claudio Procesi:
  http://mercurio.mat.uniroma1.it/ordinari/procesi/home.html
• Jorge Pullin: pullin@lsu.edu
• Jozef H. Przytycki: przytyck@gwu.edu, http://home.gwu.edu/~przytyck/

Q: (see page 31)
• Frank Quinn: http://www.math.vt.edu/people/quinn/

R: (see page 32)
• Richard Randell:
  • Dusan Repovs: dusan.repovs@guest@arnes@si,
    http://pef.pef.uni-lj.si/~dusanr/index.htm
• Nicolai Reshetikhin: http://math.berkeley.edu/~reshetik/
• Oliver M. Riordan:
  • Justin Roberts: http://www.math.ucsd.edu/~justin/
  • Peter Røgen: Peter.Roegen@mat@dtu@dk,

• Dale Rolfsen: rolfsen@math@ubc@ca,
  http://www.math.ubc.ca/~rolfsen/
• Yongwu Rong:
• A.A.Rosly:
• Marc Rosso
• Colin Rourke: http://www.maths.warwick.ac.uk/~cpr/
• Lev Rozansky: http://www.math.unc.edu/Faculty/rozansky/

S: (see page 32)
• Masahico Saito: http://www.math.usf.edu/~saito/
• Joe Sawada: http://old-www.cis.uoguelph.ca/~sawada/
• Brian Sanderson: http://www.maths.warwick.ac.uk/~bjs/
• Uwe Sassenberg:
• Steve F. Sawin:
• Jörg Sawollek:
• Justin Sawon: http://www.math.sunysb.edu/˜sawon/
• Kevin Patrick Scannell: scannell@slu.edu, http://borel.slu.edu/index.html
• Rob Schneiderman: http://www.math.upenn.edu/˜schneiro/
• K.G. Selivanov:
• Karol Selwat: Karol@Selwat@math@uni@wroc.pl, http://www.math.uni.wroc.pl/˜kselwat/
• John Shareshian:
• Akiko Shima:
• Nadya Shirokova:
• Alexander Shumakovitch:
• Adam S. Sikora: http://www.math.buffalo.edu/Sikora_Adam.html
• Dev Prakash Sinha: dps@math@uoregon@edu http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/˜dps/
• Serguei A. Sirotine:
• Craig T. Snydal:
• E. Soboleva:
• Alexei Sossinsky: http://www.mccme.ru/˜abs/
• Bill Spence:
• Ted Stanford:
• Ines Stassen:
• Alexander Stoimenow: http://www.ms.u-tokyo.ac.jp/˜stoimeno/
• Yoshiaki Suetsugu
• Jacek Swiatkowski: http://www.math.uni.wroc.pl:80/˜swiatkow/

T: (see page 34)
• Serge Tabachnikov:
• Akiko Tani:
• Kouki Taniyama: http://www.f.waseda.jp/taniyama/
• Clifford Henry Taubes:
• Peter Teichner: http://www.math.ucsd.edu/˜teichner/
• George Thompson: http://www.ictp.trieste.it/ thompson/
• Dylan Paul Thurston: dpt@math@harvard@edu, http://www.math.columbia.edu/~dpt/
• Victor Turchin (=Tourtchine): turchin@mccme.ru, http://www.math.ucl.ac.be/membres/turchin/
• Rolland Trapp:
• Tatsuya Tsukamoto: http://home.att.ne.jp/sun/tatsuya/
• Kyoichi Tsurusaki:
• Vladimir Turaev: http://www.cesj.com/turaev.html
• Svetlana D. Tyurina: See Svetlana Varchenko.

U: (see page 35)

V: (see page 35)
• Arkady Vaintrob: vaintrob@math@uoregon@edu, http://darkwing.uoregon.edu/˜vaintrob/
• Alexandre N. Varchenko: http://www.math.unc.edu/Faculty/av/
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